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The Table 

Table, desk—does it matter which one I write on?  

My writing tables have always been old, soft wood tables with a drawer or two tucked just beneath their tops. Over 
time, as I become familiar with their marks, scratches, and stains—the patina traces of previous owners—I am 
comforted by their hints of histories I will never know. Urged on by the countless hours others have toiled and been 
transported on this surface.  

A table's grain is akin to currents of narrative. If we were to slice a narrative horizontally we would see its heartwood 
and concentric circles issuing outward toward the reader. Slicing it vertically, we would see how a narrative's variable 
currents—like a tree's reaching limbs, branches, convexities—take shape and implore the reader. Each time I sit down, 
my table reminds me that my role as writer is to navigate between the force fields of a narrative's horizontal and 
vertical coming into being.  

Of all the objects. in our contemporary life, the table is among the most ancient—dating back to prehistoric times. Its 
representation in visual art, however, has been curiously infrequent. Aside from Dutch still life paintings, our prominent 
visual template of table has been that of public feast (Hieronymus Bosch) and religious sacrifice (Leonardo da Vinci).  

In contrast to the table's companion, the chair, the table has a direct relationship with Egyptian writing via ancient 
Roman codes incised on tables of stone, the Ten Commandments, early commerce records, and science and math 
reference tables. Yet our strongest association with the table is a domestic one. It is the site of meals, conversations, 
gaming, and the craftwork of hands. The saying  
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"food for thought" indicates the reciprocal relationship between nourishment and language.  

A table is open, versatile, feminine. The only other form I spend as many hours curled around is my lover's body. As 
writers, the table is our familiar. It is upon this intimacy with the table that we write our way into the public world of the 
tables as we prepare our manuscripts with publishers and editors, as we meet our readers as they acquire our books 
across bookstore counters and library lending counters, as students study our writing upon school and library desks.  

Associations with the desk are almost exclusively those of the public realm: institutional sites of education, commerce, 
and governing. The desk, though more practical, is also more armoured: defended. I prefer a table with its embodiment 
of negative and positive space. Prefer its more inclusive lineage. Versatile and communal—from birthing table to 
mortician's slab; assembly line to altar—table holds and bridges our living. Indigenous wisdom believes that the backs of 
dogs and cats are our bridge between the domesticated and the untamed worlds. Four-legged table bridges the 
untamed creative instincts travelling down our arm to the paper or computer screen to our readers.  

Table, Latin, tabula, board, list, a painted panel, map, writing tablet, document, plank. In the wood of the table we meet 
tree, as we meet it in pencil, page, chair, room, and books. This is a writer's lineage. Tree, deru-, truth.  

The table upon which I began this essay was borrowed. Because its legs were too short, I placed it gently upon stacks of 
my  
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hardcover reference books. For some time I hesitated about this double use of my books. But I could not afford to buy 
another table, so I tried it out. The experience awoke a new awareness in me -that these books literally supported my 
writing: table's legs taprooting into them.  

A table is the pith of living: it deserves odes as one of our oldest, most steadfast companions.  


